**Versatility & Increased Productivity**

Kubota offers turf equipment for professionals who demand dependable, versatile turf equipment that will increase productivity and yield a precision, quality cut.

Take a look at Kubota’s rugged 2WD and 4WD diesel front mowers, with 20 HP and 24 HP. A wide selection of Performance Matched Implements provide versatility. They include reel, rotary, flail and mulching rear discharge mowers, broom, leaf blower, and front blade. The 3-gang Triplex VR3700’s 25” reels provide an overall cutting width of 70” at 3/8” to 3” cutting heights. Choose 4, 6, or 8-blade hydraulically driven reels, for mowing or change heads for vertical cutting or core pulverizing. This flexible unit is designed for mowing difficult access locations, following the contours of the ground while it delivers a quality cut.

The Kubota Verti-Reel is a lightweight, high production, hydraulic mower that provides a consistent quality cut – 134” with 5-gangs or 186” with 7-gangs. The 5-gang unit converts easily to a vertical cutting unit. A power pack supplies power for driving the motors, while the reels are controlled by a single valve with live PTO power. Direct-drive hydraulics, cutting heights from 3/8” to 3”, and a folding frame for easy transport, make Verti-Reel a favorite on Kubota’s VIP turf list.

For more information on Kubota’s versatile turf equipment that can increase your productivity, write to:

KUBOTA TRACTOR CORPORATION
P.O. Box 2992, Dept. ST, Torrance, CA 90509-2992

Financing available through Kubota Credit Corporation
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